
Odisha Sandstone with Polished
Framed Meditating Big Buddha
Statue
Read More
SKU: 01524
Price: ₹520,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Buddha Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home, ft
Buddha Statue, Hindu God and Goddess, home décor,
Home Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols

Product Description

Odisha Sandstone with Polished Framed Meditating Big Buddha Statue, a rich and vintage piece
of art. No matter where you place the statue, it is worth watching.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite stone Height: 8 ft Dimension(HWL): 96 x 64 x 30 inch
Position: Sitting
Buddha means wisdom, intellect, and intelligence. Buddha teaches that the path of
enlightenment can be achieved with morality, meditation, and wisdom. Although being born as
a prince and leading a luxurious life he left everything behind in search of a solution to end the
pain and sorrow one comes across in life. After six years of searching, he finally attain
enlightenment by meditating under a banyan tree. He spent the rest of his life teaching others
about how to achieve illumination. It's not a medicine to swallow but a rigorous practice of
mindful thought and action.The above statue depicts his meditation journey, seated until
attaining enlightenment. It is one of the calmest postures of Lord Buddhas. Sitting on a pedestal
in Vajrasana (double lotus pose), both hands resting on the lap, the dorsal of the right hand
resting on the palm of the left hand with the thumbs touching each other, forming a triangle
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shape which is a symbol of spiritual fire, which consumes all impurities. The triangle also
denotes 3 jewels of Buddha, the Buddha himself, the Dharma, and the sangha.
The Buddha represents the goal of Buddhist spiritual life, the end of suffering for the one who
attains it, next the Dharma signifies the experienced learn by the enlightenment mind and the
Sangha represents the spiritual community.  The dot on his forehead is a symbol of wisdom,
completely closed eyes depict deep concentration (the mind became undisturbed).Happiness
comes from sereneness, Lord Buddha's meditating statue is a reflection of placidity. So keeping
a meditating Buddha will enhance the positivity around the space. The surrounding will feel
more soothing and unwind. Placing: Northeast and Southwest is the most favorable place to
keep the meditating Buddha. Face him always to the east as Buddha used to meditate at the
hour of sunrise. To make your outdoor more reposeful, place a meditating Buddha in your
garden, pool, fountain, or lawn. You can spread small colorful stones all around the statue to
amplify the decoration of the outdoor.
Care: No special care is needed for material like sandstone. wipe the statue using a cloth or a
broom is enough. You can also bathe the statue, and get rid of the debris.

Sand Stone Standing Blessing
Buddha Statue for Outdoor
Read More
SKU: 01522
Price: ₹140,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Buddha Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Standing Buddha Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home,
Hindu God and Goddess, home décor, Home Statue
Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols

Product Description
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Sand Stone Standing Blessing Buddha Statue for Outdoor 6 ft. A weathered
sculptured 6 ft tall statue, to last a lifetime with proper care. The piece would look
especially stunning if you place it among plants and flowers with coloring stone,
beneath the statue. Material: Sandstone Redstone Dimension(HWL): 72 x 36 x 18 inch
Height: 6 ft (Approx.) Statue Position: Standing About standing Buddha statue: The
statue is depicted standing to keep its right foot behind starting to raise off the ground, and its
left hand raised in the gesture of Abhaymudra. The Abhaymudra represents fearlessness,
protection, and peace. The left hand raised towards the shoulder height, palm facing outward.
The right-hand hangs down. This posture is that time where he was returning to earth after
giving a sermon of Dharma in heaven. About Lord Buddha: "Buddha" means a person who is
awake. Born as a prince of the Shakya tribe, the son of King Shudhodana and Queen Maya.
Raised with sumptuous and palatial. He married and had a son also. He was shielded from any
sorrow or suffering until he reaches the age of 29. One day he came across an old, sick, and
corpse first time in his life.  He realizes that no wealth can extricate him from the suffering of
the universe. so he left his lavish life and began his journey of spiritual quest. For the next six
long years, he meets different monks to follow extreme starvation for days but none could able
earn him an answer, finally, he choose to take the middle path, and through deep meditation
for 49 days, he finally attain enlightenment under a fig tree in Bodh Gaya. He spent the
remaining life teaching others to attain enlightenment. His teachings include four noble truths
and the eight-fold path,  which can be achieved with ethical conduct and the right attitude.
Placement option of the statue: Peace is a state of mind, which affects the place we live.
And the statues of Lord Buddha are the embodiment of peace and harmony, placing a statue of
him amplifying the energy into our life. If you like to destress in your,  garden or lawn, then this
posture of Buddha would be beneficial to place. It will rejuvenate the spiritual energy if you set
up him near a fountain, or among, tree or flowering plant. Also as his hand gesture in the
fearless pose, placing him at the entrance facing outward will keep the evil elements at bay.
Buddha made from earth elements should always place in the northeast, southwest, or at the
center of your home or office. Various other options like a park, restaurant, side of the walkway,
etc. where you can statue the showpiece. Care: Dusting should be done by using a cloth or
broom periodically.
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Sand Stone Buddha Peacefully
Resting and Thinking Sculpture
for Home
Read More
SKU: 01521
Price: ₹66,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Buddha Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Decor for Garden, Buddha Garden
Landscaping, Buddha Garden Statue, Buddha Home
Decor, Buddha Home Decor Statues, Buddha Home
Statue, Buddha Statue for Home Decor, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home,
Designer Buddha Idol, Hindu God and Goddess, home
décor, Home Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord
Buddha Idols, Sitting Buddha Statue, stone buddha
statue

Product Description

Sand Stone Buddha Peacefully Resting and Thinking Sculpture for Home. The weathered finish
makes this statue more artful. The elegant sculpture becomes more beautiful handling and age.
Material: Sanstone/Redstone/Khondalite Stone Height: 2.5 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 30
x 18 x 10 inch Position: Sitting
Buddha means "the awaken one" here awaken means the awakened mind, seven qualities that
led us to an awakened mind, these are mindfulness, investigation, energy, joy, tranquility,
concentration, equanimity. With these qualities, we can see things as they are and not what we
imagine them to be.Siddhartha Gautama son of Shudhodana king of the Shakya tribe, was
Raised and brought up with all opulence and luxury in his palace one can fantasy over, unaware
of misery, sorrow, and suffering of human faces in the outside world. Married and had a son.
One day Gautama ventured out of his palace, he saw three definite aspects of life each for the
first time, he saw an old man, a sick man, a corpse. This scene shook him to the core, he
perceived that these are inevitable fates of humans, no one can avoid. And then he saw a holy
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monk walking with peace and serenity in his face. All these experiences made him find a way to
overcome the definite universal suffering. He left the luxury and royal life and journey to the
spiritual quest at  29. For the next six long years, he followed many ascetic, extreme self-denial,
self-deprivation, and self-mortification, even if following the extreme asceticism he couldn't find
the answer to his quest. So he abandoned the extremes life nor return to the luxury life instead
and discover the middle way, (like neither luxury nor poverty). He sat beneath a Bodhi tree, in
deep meditation, and finally achieved enlightenment. Then on he is known as the Buddha. And
spent the rest of his life teaching others about his discovery and path to achieve it. He gave his
first sermon at Sarnath. Lord Buddha has preached for over forty-five years traveling from place
to place. He took his last breath in Kushinagar, His last words were "Be your own light". The
above statue here defines the thinking or resting Buddha, on a lotus platform, tilted his head on
his knee. eyes are completely closed. It represents the restfulness and serenity gained through
meditation. Keeping a resting Buddha brings peace, tranquility, and harmony into life. It speeds
positive and soothing energy around the space. Placement: Enhance the decoration of your
home or garden with this graceful Buddha statue. Put him facing east. The statue can be used
in garden decoration, fountain decoration, swimming pool decoration, landscaping design,
interior designing, outdoor or home decoration too. Care: Use cotton or a broom to wipe the
surface.

Sandstone Dog Animal Statue
Set for Home and Garden Decor
Read More
SKU: 01520
Price: ₹73,920.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, Handicrafts
of Odisha, home décor, Odisha Handicrafts, Odisha
Stone Handicrafts, Outdoor Stone Statue, Sand Stone
Sculpture Manufacturer, Statue for Home, Stone Dog
Sculpture, Stone Dog Statue
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Product Description

The man's best friend, a set of two dog animal statues represents the love and
loyalty of a true friend. Standing over a 2 ft tall is perfect to guard and visual
interest to any outdoor decoration. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Description(HWL):
18 x 24 x 9 inch
Height: 1.5 ft (approx.)
Width: 2 ft (approx.) Position: Standing  The accent of the innocent pair:

The duo is standing over a flat plinth.
To showcase the simplicity with elegance, no ornamentation has been done to the natural
being.
The artisans of Odisha have made fame from their stone carving worldwide.
Engraving on stones from simple to intricate carvings, by giving it a life-like creature is
breathtaking to see, of the skilled artisans of Kalinga.

Importance of the human's best friend in Hindu mythology: 

He is the mount of Lord Kalabhairava (The fearsome form of Lord Shiva).
They were known as the protector of the gates of heaven as well as of hell.
In many beliefs, people suffering from the ill effects of planets like Rahu and Shani get
relief when they feed dogs.
Lord Dattatreya is also associated with four dogs, the four dogs symbolize the four Vedas.
In Mahabharata, it is the only dog who accompanied King Yudhistira to Heaven.

Where to place the man's best friend statue: 

The south direction of your home will be favorable to keep the statue of the dog, it gives
strength and confidence to the head of the family.
Why not keep a set of two or more in the garden, landscaping, front yard for a visual
interest full of cuteness.
Their many placement opportunities to place the duo like decoration near swimming pool,
fountain, zoo, driveway, etc.

Caring instruction for the outdoor Stone Statue:

Sandstones are long-lived material, weatherproof, and get more beautiful with age.
Cleaning should be done on alternative days to get rid of any dust accumulated on the
surface.
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You need a cloth or a brush for dusting, otherwise, you can clean it with running water
also.

Marble Large Elephant Statue
Set for Home Entrance
Read More
SKU: 01517
Price: ₹588,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Elephant Idol, Elephant Statue, Elephant Statue
for Home, Elephant Statue for Outdoor Garden,
Elephant Statue Manufacturer, garden decor, Garden
Stone Statue, home décor, Marble Statue Manufacturer
, Outdoor Stone Statue, Pathar ki Haathi Murti, Statue
for Home, Stone Statue for Temple, Stone Statue
Manufacturer, Vastu Elephant Idol

Product Description

The sublime white stone elephant pair of success is one of those gorgeous pieces of
décor from the magnificent artisans of Odisha, that everyone will grasp of the
chance for owing it. The large elephant statue which is made from marble is not only
very tony but also serves importance in the context of Vaastu and Fengshui.
Material: Marble stone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 18 x 36 inch Position: Standing
Height: 3 ft About the elegant statue:

The architectural design of the large elephant standing on the lotus pedestal will not only
grab your attention for its mesmerizing look but also brings beauty and serenity into your
life.
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The craft made on the white marble finish has something for everyone, who adores
architecture.
Elephant trunks have their own significance in their position. When the trunk is in the
upward direction, it is considered good luck and fortune to the family. When the trunk is
positioned downward direction, it represents the ability to solve challenges and longevity.
White elephants are symbolism of richness, luxury, and wealth.

Guidance for  placement and use :

If you have a wide entrance at your home, palace, or mansion, then place the duo in such
a way that they face outward for bringing positive results.
Elephants are symbols of wisdom. When the truck of the elephant is positioned downward
it is, favorable for the office and warehouse. So placing them, in the office, home, a
workstation will boost your career, job, and leadership quality. It is also helpful to
overcome various tasks and obstacles.
The marble outdoor stone statue is felicitous in the park, landscape designing, zoo.
Decorate your garden with a beautiful pair of elephants.
You can place them on both sides near the pool or fountain which will make you go aww.

The religious significance of the Elephant stone sculptures:

The elephant is the riding vehicle of Lord Indra.
The white elephant is the riding vehicle of Goddess Laxmi.
The elephant is also associated with the Ganesha statue.
In Buddhism also, the elephant signifies our passionate and uncontrolled mind which can
be disciplined through meditation.

How to clean and care :

To keep the glossy white gaze shining, wipe it with a dry cloth or damp the cloth in the
water and wipe it down on the surface. As it purpose of outdoor placement, cleaning
should be done daily basis so that dust won't be gathered on the surface from the polluted
atmosphere.
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Yellow Teakwood Sandstone
Elephant Animal Sculpture Set
for Garden (2 pcs)
Read More
SKU: 01509
Price: ₹109,760.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Elephant Idol, Elephant Statue, Elephant Statue
for Home, Elephant Statue for Outdoor Garden, garden
decor, Garden Stone Statue, home décor, Outdoor
Stone Statue, Statue for Home, Vastu Elephant Idol

Product Description

This sandstone baby calf elephant is enough to put a smile on its viewer's face. A
fantastic well-carved elephant pair of 2 ft sculpture made from teakwood sandstone
is especially perfect for any outdoor garnishing. Material: Teakwood Sandstone
Dimension(HWL): 24 x 12 x 24 in
Height: 2 ft Position: StandingFew points about the adorable pair of elephants: 

It is standing on a flat platform, made from the carving of a single stone.
Artisanal elegance can be seen from the engraving over the surface of the gorgeous stone
sculpture.
When the trunk is directed in an upward direction, its symbolizes joy and delight, which
bring fortune and success to life.
Holding a garland in his trunk amplifies the ravishing.

  The affiliation of the elephant with Hindu belief:

The elephant represents wisdom. So the holy creature is associated with Lord Ganesha,
who always bestows their devotees with knowledge and fortune.
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The elephant also serves as the vehicle of Goddess Laxmi, that is why she was known as
Gaja Laxmi. Gaja means elephant.
The elephant is also the vehicle to Lord Indra, widely famous as "Airavat".

Essential tips to follow  while placing the magnificent statue: 

A set of elephant statues that has their trunk raised in the air should be placed in the main
entrance, in such a way, that they face outward of your home, which will be beneficial to
attract positivity and prosperity. Placed them on both sides of the door.
As elephants represent leadership, wisdom, and vigor, placing them at your, office,
workstation, and wear house, by facing it to the north will enhance professional growth,
power and success.
Give your fountain, swimming pool, or water body, an awe-inspiring panorama by placing
the duo.
It is a  perfect choice to bedeck your garden, landscaping, and lawn.
Planting it on the sidewalk of your park, zoo, or restaurant will be ritzy to the spectator.

Cleaning and maintaining tips for the outdoor stone sculpture : 

Clean it with running water, or you can use a damp cloth to wipe down the surface of the
statue on every alternative day to maintain the glaze.

Lion Fighting Odisha Sand Stone
Statue for Home
Read More
SKU: 01502
Price: ₹50,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue, home
décor, Lion Sculpture, Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for
Home, Stone Lion Fighting Statue, stone lion idol,
stone lion statue
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Product Description

Rajasthani Red Stone Dolphin
Statues for Outdoors Pool or
Garden
Read More
SKU: 01501
Price: ₹72,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Animal Statue for Garden, Animal Statue for
Home, Dolphin Sculpture for Home, Dolphin Statue for
Garden, Dolphin Statue for Swimming Pool, Dolphin
Stone Statue, garden decor, Garden Stone Statue,
home décor, Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for Home,
Stone Bird Statue

Product Description
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Sandstone Pedestal Cylinder
Shaped 36 x 18 x 18 inch
Sculpture
Read More
SKU: 01465
Price: ₹61,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Pedestal, Hindu Statues, Other
God/Godess Statues, Statues & Sculptures, Stone
Accessories
Tags: Sandstone Pedestal, Stone Pedestal

Product Description

Sandstone Bird Bath Pot
Sculpture 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 01462
Price: ₹11,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Bird Bath / Decorative Pot, Garden
Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Stone Bird Bath for
Garden, Stone Bird Bath Sculpture

Product Description
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Black Mahabalipuram Stone
Vishnu Ananthasayana Statue
15 inch
Read More
SKU: 01461
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Indoor Stone Statue,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Stone Narayan Statue for Home,
Stone Vishnu Statue For Home, Vishnu Anantaayana
Statue, Vishnu Ananthasayanam Sculpture

Product Description

Black Mahabalipuram Stone
Vishnu Anantasayana Statue 3
ft
Read More
SKU: 01460
Price: ₹200,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Indoor Stone Statue,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Stone Vishnu Statue For Home,
Temple Statue, Vishnu Anantaayana Statue, Vishnu
Ananthasayanam Sculpture

Product Description
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Soapstone Standing Lord Vishnu
Statue 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 01458
Price: ₹140,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Vishnu Statues
Tags: Indoor Stone Statue, Soapstone Carving, Statue
for Temple, Stone Carving Sculpture, Stone Narayan
Statue for Home, Stone Vishnu Statue For Home

Product Description

Colored Soapstone Jagannath Jiu
Idols Sitting on Mandap Set 18
in
Read More
SKU: 01457
Price: ₹150,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Jagannath Idol, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Big Jagannath Stone Statue, jagannath baladev
subhadra statue, Puri Jagannath Dham Idols, Puri
Jagannath Dham Statue, Statue for Temple

Product Description
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Flatter the interior and exterior decoration with Soapstone Jagahnnath idol sitting on the
mandap. At 18 inches tall, the statue is sure to catch attention from every angle to make a
wide-reaching positive impact wherever you place it. Material: Pink Soapstone Height: 1.5 ft
Dimension(HWL): 18 x 12 x 10 inch 
The exquisite figure of the graven image:

The beautiful idol is the triad of  Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra, and Subhadra along with
Sudarshan Chakra of Lord Jagannath of Puri, one of the places from Char dham in India.
The captivating statue of Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra, and Subhadra is carved from Pink
soapstone with a daub of various colors making it more eye-catching to the onlooker.
Each deity is sitting on the lotus pedestal for better stability on the ground.
The winsome statue is made by the expert artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is
globally famous for its involute design.

About the God:

Lord Jagannath worshipped along with his brother Lord Balabhadra, and his sister Goddess
Subhadra in his shrine.
Lord Jagannath is considered an Avatar of Lord Vishnu.
Jaga means universe and Nath means Lord, so, he is the lord of the universe.
The same, Bala means strength so does the Balaram, he is the epitome of strength. He is
considered the Avatar of Seshnag and the harbinger of cultivation.
Unlike in other shrines where deities get worshipped as husband and wife form. In Puri, the
sibling gets worshipped in the shrine symbolizing the purest form of relationship.

Placement ideas  and direction of the beautiful stone sculptures:

Install the idol in the north or northeast corner while facing it in the east direction for more
auspicious results.
The trio can be worshipped in the temple, home, and office.
You can place the statue at the main entrance of Shrines, a hotel, or any institution.
A godly presentation for your dear one at their special events.

Benefits of keeping the sacred triad:

Worshipping the trio with a pure heart reward the devotee by fulfilling all his wishes.
Any obstacle coming in life is easily removed by keeping the idol at your home and office.
Relishing the gaze of the Lord blesses them with a blissful life.

Tips and guide to clean the decorative statue:
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The decorous home décor statue is made of Pink soapstone.
Pink soapstone non-porous and weather-resistant material.
Clean it with a piece of cloth or a broom over the surface of the stone sculptures.
The dusting should be carried periodically, to keep away the dust accumulating from the
surface of the decorative stone.

Sandstone Pavan Putra
Hanuman Murti Holding Parvat 2
ft
Read More
SKU: 01450
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Anjaneya Stone Statue, Anjaneya Swami Stone
Idol, Bajarangbali Murti, Garden Stone Statue,
Hanuman Idol, Outdoor Stone Staue, Statue for Temple

Product Description

Earthy outdoor murti can coordinate well with almost any ambiance. This Pawan
Putra Hanuman murti holding Parvat showcases an elevated take on a simple and
solid concept for excellent longevity. Material: Sandstone /Red stone Height: 2 ft
(approx.) Dimension(HWL):  23 x 12 x 6 inch Position: Standing
An elaborate rundown of the glossy home garden statue:

The glossy statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a lotus plinth by stretching one leg
forward, the other back.
Heave his mace in his right hand, while a mountain on his left.
The deiform is built by the Odisha's craftsman where stone carving is widely famous for its
engrossing designs.

The great monkey god: Lord Hanuman
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Lord Hanuman is believed to be the 11th Rudravatar of Lord Shiva, with enormous physical
and spiritual strength.
When Laxman(the younger brother of Lord Rama) was fatally wounded while battling
against Ravana's son Indrajit, a powerful life-restoring herb is Sanjivani that could heal him
was found in Dronagiri Parvat as recommended by Sushena, a physician.
Lord Hanuman after arriving at the Dronagiri Parvat finds himself unable to identify which
herb it is, he lifts the entire Dronagiri Parvat with his left hand and back to Lanka.
Sushena then identifies and administers the herb and  Laxmana is saved and back to life.

Make an awe-inspiring decoration with the home garden statue of Hanuman:

Vaastu suggests that the south zone is the best place for installing the Lord Hanuman
statue.
Putting him at the entrance would bring you auspicious results.
Give your garden, park, and landscaping impressive outdoor embellishments.
The 2ft tall statue easily coordinates your living room and office room console, sideboard,
or any heightened table of your preference.
The temple of your home or any shrine could also be a welcoming choice for the saintly
image.
What can more be impressive than gifting a religious present for your loved ones?

Just not for decorating but there are several blessings associated with keeping the
statue:

Many critical problems get evaded from his grace and invite divine protection.
Lord Hanuman reduces the adverse effects of Planet Saturn.
Lord Hanuman himself is the courageous one, so he helps one to overcome internal fear
and fills the heart with courage and confidence.

Sponging and caring:

The sturdy material like sandstone can stand to any weather and age.
Wash the statue with clean water, or you can opt to simply wipe the surface with a piece of
cloth.
Periodic cleaning is enough to get rid of unwanted dirt and stains.
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Sandstone Standing Hanumaan
Ji Holding Hill Sculpture 4 ft
Read More
SKU: 01449
Price: ₹65,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Anjaneya Stone Statue, Anjaneya Swami Stone
Idol, Big Hanuman Statue, Garden Stone Statue,
Outdoor Stone Statue, Statue for Temple

Product Description

"A friend to your decor and the environment" The earthy Hanuman holding hill adds
a rugged touch to any space with this artistic Sandstone sculpture. A bright idea that
you don't want to miss from renowned CRAFTS ODISHA. Material: Sandstone / Red
stone / Khondalite stone Height: 4 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL):  48 x 24 x 12 inch Position:
Standing Let's expound on the bravely decorative stone:

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing with one leg forward on an outcrop
foundation.
He is seen lifting his mace with his left hand and a mountain on his right.
The effigy is made by the craftsman of Odisha where stone carving is widely famous for its
intricate design.

Lord Hanuman: The loyal disciple of Lord Rama

The 11th Rudravatara of Lord Shiva is supremely courageous with a great body.
Once Laxman(younger brother of Lord Rama) was severely wounded while fighting against
Ravana's son Indrajit. A physician named Sushena suggests a herb named Sanjivani was
the only herb that could cure him, only be founded in Dronagiri Pravat.
Lord Hanuman flew to Dronagiri Pravat but was not able to pick out the exact herb so he
lifted the entire mountain and back to Lanka.
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The physician then recognizes the herb and Laxmana gets it back to life.

Do out the emblazon of your space with the decorative stone:

The ideal zone to place Hanuman sculpt is the "South" as per Vaastu.
You can worship the idol in shrines as well as the temple of your home.
You place it at the entrance of your home /office.
What could be more elegant for gifting your beloved on their special occasion!!

The boon and blessing by putting away the blest statue:

To overcome the marital and financial issues.
Reduces the adverse effects of planet Saturn.
Achieve success in life and career.
He is the source of immense strength and power, his blessings help to overcome trouble
and problems of any type.

Caution and safe-keeping:

Sandstone is hardy and weather-proof which made it easy for caring.
Clean the surface with a piece of cloth by not wiping harshly over the surface.
Clean it once in a while to keep the sculpt stand for ages.

Sandstone Radha Krishna
Standing Under Tree Statue 5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01448
Price: ₹185,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Radha Krishna Statue for Home, Garden
Stone Statue, Outdoor Stone Statue, Radha Krishna
Idol for Home, Radha Krishna Murti for Home, Radha
Krishna Sculpture
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Product Description

Sandstone Radha Krishna
Statue 24 in
Read More
SKU: 01447
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Radha Krishna Idol for Home, Radha Krishna
Moorti, Radha Krishna Murti for Home, Radha Krishna
Sculpture

Product Description

Sandstone Nandi Bhrungi Statue
Set 18 inch
Read More
SKU: 01445
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue, Outdoor Stone Statue,
Shiv Vahan Statue, Statue for Home, Statue for Temple
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Product Description

Sandstone Beautiful Shiva
Parvati Sitting Statue 3 ft
Read More
SKU: 01444
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Bholenath Statue for Home, Big Lord Shiv Ji
Statue, Big Stone Statue, Garden Stone Statue,
Outdoor Stone Staue, Stone Statue for Villa

Product Description

Sandstone Sitiing Lord Shiva
Meditating Statue 5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01443
Price: ₹125,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Bholenath Statue for Home, Big Lord Shiv Ji
Statue, Garden Stone Statue, Stone Statue for Villa
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Product Description

Odisha Sandstone Garuda
Sculpture 2 ft
Read More
SKU: 01441
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Create a dramatic setting with Garuda sculpture of CRAFTS ODISHA, crafted by hand. An artistic
finish without compromising the vintage short on style. Material: Sandstone / Khondaloite
Stone Dimension(HWL): 24 x 16 x 8 inch Height: 2 ft Position: Kneeling
Elucidation of the stone sculptures:

 The structure is seen kneeling with one leg bent and the other stretch behind on a lotus
plinth.
The structure is a mix of human and eagle features.
 His two hands are folded in adoration, with wings and hawk like features.
The magnificent graven image is made by the brilliant artisans of Odisha, where stone
carving is globally famous for its intricate design.

Garuda; The king of bird

He is the mount of Lord Vishnu.
He is the king of all birds and the enemy of all snakes.
You won't find any banner of Lord Vishnu without Garuda.
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 Direction and placement suggestion:

The statue should be placed in the southwest zone and should face the northeast.
Use the statue in the temple for Puja.
Placing him at the entrance of Vishnu temple.
The statue can embellish the interior design or the outdoor décor of your garden, park,
landscaping, and hotel, etc.
Gift your boss a statue of Garuda and he will not delay your promotion anymore.

Graciousness one will get by keeping the stone sculptures:

It helps to excel in the respective area of work.
His presence and Darshan gives auspicious result, like relief from disease if seeing him on
Sunday. Bestow family and welfare if seeing him on Monday. Ensure removal of enemy
seeing him on Tuesday while bringing success and happiness if seeing him on Wednesday.
Thursday would grant long life and Friday would bestow with health while Saturday would
get liberation, so keeping a sacred statue of him at your home or temple will be benefited
you in many ways.

Tips for caring of the stone sculptures:

The lustrous sculpture is made from Redstone
Redstone is a weather-resistant and durable material.
To clean off, wipe the surface with a soft cloth.
Clean it every alternate day, to keep the shine of the stone sculptures.
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Designer Vinayak Moorti Sitting
on Mushak Raj Soft Stone Idol
4.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01434
Price: ₹4,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Designer Ganesha Idol, Ganadhipati Statue,
Ganapati Statue for Home, Ganesha Murti for Home,
Ganesha Statue for Home, Soft Stone Ganesha Statue
for Home, Statue for Car Dashboard, Table Top Idols,
Table Top Statues, Vighna Vinashak Ganapati Idol

Product Description

Chaturbhuja Gajanan Sitting on
Shankh Soft Stone Idol 4.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01433
Price: ₹4,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Ganadhipati Statue, Ganapati Statue for Home,
ganesh sculpture, Ganesha Murti for Home, Ganesha
Statue for Home, Statue for Car Dashboard, Table Top
Idols, Table Top Statues, Vighna Vinashak Ganapati
Idol
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Product Description
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